
Cast in the 9mm Blackhawk Convertible
 

 
Every time I post something on reloading the 9mm cartridge on one of the cast sites, I get this “why in the heck are
you loading for the 9mm” attitude. The answer is that I like to reload and making a new caliber work in one of my
guns is what this casting/reloading/shooting game is all about from my perspective.
 
Yeah, the 9mm cartridge is pretty wimpy but shooting them in a revolver allows you to squeeze a few more FPS out of
the cartridge.  Using cast bullets, the cost is comparable to good .22 Long Rifle hollow points and they produce much
more terminal affect than do the .22 bullets. And, you have to find something constructive to do with all of that prime
9mm brass that we find ourselves knee deep in on public ranges.
 
It’s not something Elmer Keith would turn to but loading for the Blackhawk 9mm is fun and they’re fun to shoot as
well once you get the knack of loading for it down.
 
I’ve owned a host of .357 Magnum pistols over the years starting with a 4” Python back in 1958.  It’s still in my
possession and right before I retired, I had it rebuilt and re-blued by Colt and more or less retired it at the same time.
There is not finer gun than a vintage Python in my opinion but I’d already had it tuned twice and had over 20 thousand
rounds through it so I was looking for something a little more rugged.  Ruger hit the market with the .357/9mm
convertible and the Blackhawk had a good reputation for ruggedness and I looked at a 5 gallon bucket of 9mm brass
sitting in the corner and a bunch of 9mm moulds in the mould cabinet and said, “Why not?” I proceeded to order a 6
½” blue model and run a bunch of .38 Special and .357 Magnum through it. Worked really well.
 
Then, I started messing with the 9mm cylinder.  Oh, woe is me!  .356” bullets didn’t shoot well in it.  There was very
little seating depth data for the cast bullet designs I had and I had trouble with chambering due to my crimps and the
short seating depth allowed using larger diameter bullets.  One of the first loads I tested was a little hot and I
proceeded to ruin 100 cases with open primer pockets. Got my attention real fast.
 
I ordered a taper crimp die and dropped the powder charges and things got a little better.
 
Over the years, I’ve put maybe 5 thousand rounds of 9mm through it and now, it’s old hat to make loads that shoot
accurately and function under the parameters required using a rimless round in a revolver.
 
The nice thing about the 9mm is that it’s cheap to load for.  Maybe $1.50 a box.  Cases are free at most ranges because



nobody loads for it.  The ammo is light in weight to carry on a plinking safari along the creek and I have so many
cases that under these circumstances, they’re disposable.
 
The 9mm Blackhawk is definitely a cast reloader’s handgun.
 
Cases
 
At first, like any reloader, I was saving everything.  I’d got to the club after a Glock shoot and pick up a couple of 5
gallon buckets of brass in a day’s time.  I soon got overstocked at that rate.
 
After shooting the 9mm for a while, I found out that Speer and Federal cases were thinner, more rugged and produced
less pressure than did Remington and Winchester Western.  So it was culling time.
 
Now, I sort through a batch and pick out the Speer and FC cases.  These are prime re-loadable cases. Then, the R-P
and WW goes into a separate bucket for disposable type plinking.  Finally, the nickel-plated cases go into a separate
container.  The remainder hit the scrap brass bucket.
 
Case life on the 9mms is short.  There is just too much pressure involved for them to last like .38 Specials or .44
Magnum cases.  Usually, the R-P and WW is dumped after the third firing.  The Speer and FC last 6-8 firings. I have
had no trouble with split necks or case stretching after firing.
 
So, if you want to reload for the 9mm Blackhawk, these are good guidelines to follow.
 
Bullets
 

 
I was already blessed with many moulds for the 9mm.  Including the custom mould makers, I’d venture to say that
there are hundreds of moulds available for the 9mm that are suitable. Over the years, I’ve settled on three designs that
work out well for me and I use them almost exclusively in the Blackhawk and all are accurate. There are many designs
out there that will work.  I chose these three because they were on hand and are designs that I like and designs that
shoot well for me.
 
Most of you know my love for hollow point bullets.  All I shoot in the 9mm are hollow point bullets and I tend to run
them a bit over 1,000 FPS.  The HP cavity drops the weight down a bit and this helps when pressure is an issue.
Hollow point bullets in the 9mm also tend to give better performance than the solid version.  At 100 yards, the HP will
not open as they don’t have enough retained velocity but at 50 yards and less, they will open.  Rather than load
ammunition for different ranges, I normally load hollow point bullets for the 9mm and let it go at that.
 

Favorite 9mm Blackhawk cast bullets.  L-R: 358242 HP, 356402 HP and 358480 HP
 

 
The three designs that I use are the Lyman 356402 HP, the Lyman 358 242 HP (the 125 grain version) and the Lyman
358480 HP. The 358345 HP also shoots well in the Blackhawk but my hollow point mould produces bullets weighing
only about 112.5 grains and a wanted something just a bit heavier.
 
The 356402 and 358242 are used for plinking and the 358480 is used for plinking as well as any varmint or small



game applications due to the semi-wadcutter design.  I do a lot of plinking at 50 and 100 yards and all of these designs
make the grade as far as accuracy.  It’s kind of fun to be plinking away and some guy will be trying to bounce a can at
100 yards and here you are with a 9mm Blackhawk eating his lunch.   It’s kind of bruising to the ego when he finds
that you’re outgunning him with a puny 9mm with cast bullets.
 
I’ll make a comment here on the Lyman #356402 mould.  I have seen many variations of this design.  Some have the
front driving band cut so that it blends in with the slanted ogive of the bullet.  This variation is to be avoided.  Look
for a mould with a distinct separation between the front driving band and the ogive so that when you size, you have a
front driving band.
 
Bullet Sizing
 
Most manuals recommend sizing to .356” for the 9mm.  I’ve seldom been able to get accuracy with this diameter.  My
Blackhawk likes bullets sized to either .358” or .3585”. Then, the accuracy is there. You will have to try various sizes
and see what works best in your gun.
 
Loading
 
 I’m using a Lyman tungsten carbide die set for my 9mm loading.  In sizing, I’ll occasionally lube a case with lube just
to ease the strain on the sizing die.  Not essential but helps.  I’ve supplemented this set with a Lyman taper crimp die (I
believe the newer sets come with a taper crimp die but you definitely need one.
 
Neck expanding requires a pretty liberal flare to enable me to seat a bullet as big as .3585”. If you’re using a bullet
sized that big, flare it, they’ll load easier with no shaving. The taper crimp die will bring it back when the loaded round
is run through it.
 
Powder charging and priming are the same for any other caliber.
 
I seat my bullets and then taper crimp separately.  I pay special attention to the overall length as this is critical in a
short, high pressure round like the 9mm and the short throats in the Ruger cylinder don’t help either.
 
A final step is to test the first 8 to 10 rounds in the cylinder to be sure that the rounds seat and the chamber functions
freely. If not, determine if you need to seat deeper or slightly increase the taper crimp.  The taper crimp is key as you
initially put that heavy flare on the case mouth.
 
Now, you’re ready to head for the range and see if your powder/bullet/seating depth combination works for your gun.
 
I have found by experience that the big rugged Blackhawk frame holds up all right.  The brass is the weak link and will
open primer pockets really quickly. Be on the alert for this and either back off the powder charge or increase the
overall length of the loaded round.
 
Selecting a Powder
 
Many powders are suitable for loads in the 9mm.  I’m kind of partial to Alliant powders so most of my loads will be
built around them.  Consult your favorite powder manufacturer’s guide for recommended loads.
 
My favorites are:  Blue Dot, Herco, Red Dot, WW 231 and 700-X.  I occasionally use other powders but normally,
these are the cans I reach for when loading 9mm.
 



Loaded 9mm cast, L-R: 358242 HP, 356402 HP and 358480 HP
 
Warning – These loads fired safely in my Blackhawk 9mm cylinder.  Some are about as high as you’d want to
go.  Reduce powder charges and work up to these loads and under no circumstances reduce overall cartridge
length.
 
Warning - When using WW or R-P cases, cut at least .2 grain off stated powder weight.  All loads developed
with Speer and FC cases. The WWs and R-P cases tend to give higher pressures from my experience.
 

Loads for the 9mm Blackhawk convertible
Bullet Weight Powder Weight Av

Vel
SD Primer Szd OAL Comments

358242
HP

119.1 700-X 3.2 1105 1.9 WSP 3575 1.065
 

Accurate

358242
HP

119.1 WW
231

3.4 1058 13.0 Alcan
SP

3575 1.065 Accurate

358242 124.9 700-X 3.2 1084 21.8 RSP .356 1.065 Accurate
358242 124.9 7625 3.5 997 28.5 WSP .356 1.065 Accurate
356402 124.2 Blue

Dot
5.8 1118 41.4 WSP .3575 1.100 Accurate

356402 124.2 Herco 5.0 1209 21.8 WSP .3575 1.100 Accurate
356402 124.2 WW231 4.0 1087 15.6 WSP .3575 1.100 Accurate
356402 124.2 Red

Dot
3.8 1179 5.3 WSP .3575 1.100 Accurate

356402
HP

114.9 Red
Dot

3.0 1229 20.9 Alcan
SP

.3575 1.100 Accurate

356402
HP

114.9 Herco 5.0 1219 12.4 Herters
SP

.3575 1.100 Accurate

356402
HP

114.9 WW
231

4.0 1128 16.3 Federal
SP

.3575 1.100 Accurate

356402
HP

114.9 Blue
Dot

5.8 1159 22.8 Federal
SP

.3575 1.100 Very Acc
Maximum

358480 133.5 700-X 3.0 1031 5.0 WSP .356 1.050 Accurate
358480 133.5 Blue

Dot
5.8 1132 21.9 WSP .3585 1.050 Accurate

358480 133.5 Herco 5.0 1193 7.7 WSP .3585 1.050 Accurate
358480 133.5 Red

Dot
3.5 1077 8.9 WSP .3585 1.050 Accurate

358480 133.5 WW
231

3.2 980 5.1 WSP .356 1.050 Not Acc
(Note 1)



358480
HP

121.0 Blue
Dot

5.8 1060 17.9 WSP .3585 1.050 Accurate

358480
HP

121.0 Red
Dot

3.5 1082 46.3 WSP .3585 1.050 Fair
Accuracy

 
Note 1 – There seemed to be no “sweet spot” using WW 231 and the #358480 bullet.  I tried all weights of powder and
sizing diameters ranging from .356” to .3585” without finding a load that shot well. Since I had several loads that were
accurate using Blue Dot and Herco, I gave up messing with it.  This might work in your gun but it didn’t in mine.
 
I had a lot of fun working with the 9mm Blackhawk.  I also had some headaches.  As you can see from the data, it’s a
pretty peppy little round with bullets in the 125 grain range and makes a darn fine little gun for woods walking and
plinking, and, brass is so plentiful. The accuracy is there for small game and in an emergency, so is the power.

 
The 9mm “Special”
 
A month or so ago, I was “lurking” on one of the cast bullet sites and a kind of interesting topic came up.  The idea
was to cut .38 Special cases with split necks to 9mm length and load in 9mm dies for use in the 9mm cylinder on a
Ruger Blackhawk.  I followed the thread for a while and since I had a Ruger Blackhawk .357 Magnum with a 9mm
cylinder, I decided to try it out.
 
For those of you that load 9mm Luger cartridges for one of these, you’ve probably experienced loose primer pockets
due to pressure, difficulties in chambering and the other maladies that go with using rimless cartridges in a revolver. 
Most of us have a huge amount of .38 Special cases around from pickups off the range.
 
Now, this is not my idea so I won’t claim it.  So here goes…….
 

Left: 9mm case loaded with a Lyman 358480 HP
Right two: 9mm “Special” case loaded with a Lyman 358477 HP

 
You simply tale .38 Special cases and trim them to the “trim to” length for 9mm cases.  This can be accomplished
several ways.  One is a bunch of turning with a manual trimmer.  The second is to attach an electric drill to your case
trimmer and “hog” them back and then fine trim.  The third and most desirable method is to use a Forster jig designed
for a drill press.  Lacking one of these nifty attachments, I compromised.  I used a tubing cutter to cut to rough length
but long.  I then used the Forester trimmer to make the last fine cut to take them to the desired length. It worked just
fine for the 25 or so that I did.
 
I found that Federal cases were thinner than most other brands and seemed to produce less pressure than the cases from
the thicker brands of cases. They also loaded better than the thicker cases.
 
After these have been chamfered, they’re ready to size.  This is done using a shell holder for the .38 Special and a



sizer die for the 9mm.
 
After they’re sized, expand using a 9mm expander die.
 
Seating is done with a 9mm seating die and you can roll crimp these as they headspace on the rim instead of the case
mouth.
 

Data for loads used with the cut down .38 Special cases
Bullet Weight Powder Weight Av

Vel
Primer Sizing

Diameter
OAL Comments

358480
HP

121.0 WW 231 3.5 979 WSP .3585 1.019 Accurate

358477
HP

142.8 WW 231 3.5 1001 WSP .358(1) 1.079 Accurate

358477
HP

142.8 WW 231 3.5 1038 WSP .356 1.079 Accurate

 
Note 1 – The front band on these was sized to .356” in order that the bullet could be seated out.
 
These loads fired normally with hardly any flattening of the primers as would be the case using 9mm brass.
 
My 9mm cylinder is more accurate with cast bullets sized to .3585”.  These load all right in the cases but the bullet
must be seated almost flush as the cylinder throats will only accept a bullet of just slightly over .356”.  My response to
this was to size a batch to .3585” and then come back and size the front band to .356” to allow the bullet to be seated
farther out.  This procedure appeared to work well and I think you could easily use a 158 grain bullet in the 9mm using
this trick.
 
Just for kicks, I nose first sized the remaining 358477 HP bullets I had to .356” and loaded them to the same specs as
the .3585” sized bullets.  The accuracy was there as well as the velocity increased.  Just when you think you have
something figured out, the results change on you…..
 
Why the 9mm “Special?
 
As I previously stated, there are problems at times with loading 9mm cases for this gun due to the headspace factor.
 
The bullets must be seated deep due to the short, tight throat.  This is an invitation for disaster in the form of pressure
that will quickly open primer pockets and batter case heads beyond recognition.
 
The rims on the cut down .38 Special cases make them very easy to load and extract.
 
The wider rim/head seem to absorb some of the pressure and allow heavier loads to be used in this combination.
 
This is a great use for .38 Special cases with split mouths.
 
Is it worth it?
 
You be the judge.  Personally, I don’t see that it’s worth the effort but if you have a 9mm cylinder for your Blackhawk,
an abundance of .38 Special cases and unlimited time, it’s a lot of fun to mess with.
 
I’ve started the ball rolling with these short tests and given you a place to start.  Now, it’s up to you.
 
In Conclusion
 



For those of you owning one of these little gems, learn to load for it with a well-designed cast bullet.  If you don’t own
one and are contemplating purchasing a .357 Magnum, consider Ruger’s convertible. Now, I’m not a great fan of the
9mm cartridge but the availability of brass and mould designs plus the fact that it shoots well make it well worth
owning and loading for.
 

John Goins/aka beagle
 
 
 


